Eventful Way to Start the Week in Wisconsin
$100K All or Nothing prize won and four SuperCash! top prizes claimed!

MADISON, Wis. – It was an exciting Monday for the Wisconsin Lottery, with one All or Nothing top prize winner and $1.4 Million in SuperCash! prizes claimed.

The All or Nothing winning ticket was purchased at Smokers World (2622 E. Milwaukee Street) in Janesville. The lucky player matched none of the numbers drawn (1, 6, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20) Monday evening to win the $100,000 top prize.

On the SuperCash! front, a father and son team, claimed the four $350K top prizes won in the June 18 drawing, totaling $1.4 Million in prizes. The lucky family, Kenneth Johnsen, Kenneth J. Johnsen and David Johnsen, bought their tickets at Quick N Save (5302 W. Washington Street) in Racine. They picked their own numbers, which matched all the numbers drawn (3, 7, 9, 15, 23, 35).

Multiple SuperCash! wins in one night are not entirely uncommon. Between the beginning of June and June 23, 2019, over 540,000 SuperCash! tickets were generated in Wisconsin with the ticket costs varying from $1 to $35. Over 25,000, (approximately 5 percent), of these SuperCash! tickets had two or more boards (lines) with the same set of numbers.

The odds of matching 0 of 11 numbers to win All or Nothing’s top prize are 1 in 705,432 and the odds of winning the $350K SuperCash! top prize are 1 in 1,631,312.

ABOUT THE WISCONSIN LOTTERY
The Wisconsin Lottery enriches communities statewide by giving back 93 percent of its revenue to winners, retailers, and Wisconsin homeowners. Of each dollar spent on the Wisconsin Lottery, 57 cents goes back to prizes, 30 cents to property tax credits, seven cents to operations and six cents to retailers. Since 1988, the Wisconsin Lottery generated:

- More than $14.5 billion in total revenue
- Over $8.2 billion in prizes paid
- More than $4.3 billion in funding for property tax credits to eligible Wisconsin homeowners

For more about the Wisconsin Lottery, visit wilottery.com. The Wisconsin Lottery is on social media via Facebook and YouTube (/wilottery) and Twitter and Instagram (@wilottery).
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